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Abstract 

Language I:; frequently used as. a persuasive tool among countries as a 
dispute resolution mechanism either through diplomatic negotiation or 

through arbirrmion or adjudiccHioll mcchanism� such as the (mernational 

Court of Justice in The llague, The Ncther!and�. 

Inherent within language are a myriad of speech acts designed to convey 
either implicitly or explicitly the communiC<llive intent of Ihe speakers. 
involved. This paper seeks to highlight speaker inrclHion via the kinds 

of speech acts used in the language of Counsels representing Malaysia 
and Indonesia ill the case concerning sovereignty over the twO islands 
of Sipadan and Ligitan on June 3-12, 2002 at the InternatiOlHl1 Court of 
Justice. 

Data for this paper is extracted primmily from the verbatim records of Sir 
Elihu Lauterpacht, Q.C., C.B.E. \cad Counsel for Malaysia and Sir Arthur 
Watts, Q.C. Counsel for the Republic of Indonesia. 

Introduction and hackgfOund information 

The long standing dispute between the Government of Malaysia and the 
Republic of lndonesia concerning sovereignty over the islands of Sipadan and 

Ligitan came to an end on December 17,2002 when the International Court of 
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Justice i n  The Hague awarded Malaysia the two islands by an overwhelming 
16-1 majority The case involving international and local legal experts on both 
sides witnessed the emergence of various speech acts , all with the ultimate 
goal of effectively persuading the Court in their favour. 

This paper aims to highlight speaker intention via the kinds of speech 
acts used by two Counsels representing the Government of Malaysia and the 
Republic ofindonesia in relation to the argument and counter-argument between 
Malaysia and Indonesia with regard to the i nterpretation of one primary 
argument brought before the Court: Article IV of the 1891 Convention which 
reads. 

From 4' 10" north latitude on the east coast of the the boundary-line 

shall be continued eastward along that parallel, across (he Island of 
Sebittik: that portion of the island situated to the north of that parallel 
shall belong unreservedly to the British North Borneo Company, and 

the portion south of that parallel to the Netherlands. 

At the International Court of Justice, this disagreement between the two 
Goverments on Article IV of the 1891 Convention was argued primarily between 
Sir Elihu Lauterpacht, Counsel for Malaysia and Sir Arthur Watts, Counsel for 
the Republic of Indonesia. A reading of the verbatim records indicates the 
major disagreement to be the interpretation of the phrase shall be continued 

eastward alollg that parallel, across the island oj Sebittik in Article IV 
(please refer to text of Article IV above) To Indonesia, the words and 
phrases used above was interpreted to mean that the boundary line of 4 10' 

at Sebatik island was extended beyond this island allocating both islands of 
Sipadan and Ligitan to the south of the 4 10' parallel. Since the 1891 Convention 
between the Netherlands and Great Britain allocated to the Netherlands territories 
to the south of the 410' N parallel (and now vested in Indonesia) and to Great 
Britain territories (and now vested i n  Malaysia) to the north of the 4 10' parallel, 
territories contained south of the 4 10' parallel in this further extension of the 
410' line beyond the island of Sebatik out to sea would belong to Indonesia. 
This would include the islands of Sipadan and Ligitan. 

Malaysia, on the other hand, i nterpreted the words and phrases contained 

in Article IV to mean that there is no extension of the line beyond the end of 
Sebatik island in an eastward fashion. This is to say that the 4 10 N parallel 
stops at the coast of Sebatik and goes no further. Thus, territories to the north 
of Sebatik island only, would belong to Malaysia, and conversely, territories to 
the south of Sebatik island only would now be vested i n  Indonesia. This 
interpretation would not attribute Sipadan and Ligitan to Indonesia. Hence, 
Indonesia cannot claim the islands of Sipadan an<!Xigitan. In this paper, the 
l ively debate between Sir Elihu Lauterpacht anaS ir Arthur Watts regarding 
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Article IV will be the focus of the discusoion section of this paper. Here, 

several speech acts used by both Counsel.s to convey their arguments will he 

highlighted. 

Methodology and framework used 

Crystal( 199 1'323) defines speech acts as an "communicative activity defined 

with reference to the intentions of speakers while speaking and the etfects 
they achieve on listeners."' Specifically, this paper aims to document speaker 

intention or in other words, the illocutionary force of their utterances in the 
data selected for this paper. Here. both Sir Arthur Watts and Sir Elihu 

Lauterpacht function as speaker and listener as they respond to each other's 

arguements. In this paper, the effect both subjects have. thcn, on one another 

will be the speech acts contained in their response to one another. 

The process of highlighting speaker intention through the kind of 

speech acts contained in the texto oeleeted will proceed ao follows. Firstly, the 

speech acts used by Sir Arthur Watts on Indonesia', interpretation of Article 

TV of the 1 891 Convention will be presented and discussed. This will be followed 
by an examination and discussion of speech acts in Sir Elihu Lautcrpacht's 

counter-arguements to the Indonesian interpretation and subsequently the 

Malaysian interpretation of Article rv 

Data examination of the kinds of speech acts indicates the kinds of speaker 

intention to include inferring, convincing. asserting, emphasizing. repetition, 

persuading. suggesting, disagreeing. criticizing and mocking. The two tools 

used to examine texts belonging to Sir Elihu Lauterpacht and Sir Arthur Watts 

in this paper are Searle's ( 1988) statement as to the character of a speech act 

and, in tandem, content and relational analysis (Krippendorf. 1980). According 

to Searle ( 1988' 18), 

it is in principle possible for every speech act one performs or could 
perform to he uniquely determined by a given sentence (or set of 
sentences), given the assumption thaI (he speaker is speaking literally 

and that the context is appropriate. And for these reasons a study of the 

meanings of sClHences (viz speaker intention) is not ill principle distinct 
from a study or speech acts. Since every meaningful Sentence ill virtue 
of its meaning can be used to perform a panicular speech act or a range 
of speech acts .. the study of the meaning of sentences and the study of 
speech acts arc not two independent st dies hut one study from two 
different points of view." 

Given the nature of the data where J mnge of speech acts C£in occur in sentences 
that are part of a cohesive paragraph, the highlighting of these speech acts will 
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be i n  relation to thc speaker's overall intention in the given text. Thus, many 
speech acts will be triangulated in the discussion viz a viz the selected paragraph. 
This paper, thus, does not adopt Searle's framework in its entirety especially 
with regard to the necessary conditions for each speech act to be present. 

In tandem with Searle's framework, content and relational analysis 
framework (Krippendorf. 1980) is used to couch the documentation of speaker 
intention and speech acts in the texts selected. Content analysis refers to the 
examination of direct or indirect meanings of particular words or phrases i n  a 
text whereas relational analysis, on thc other hand refers to the scrutiny of 
other words and phrases in the environment ofthe speech act under i nvestigation 
and determining what other meanings emerge to contribute to the implicit or 
explicit meanings of the speech acts investigated. Legal, cultural, historical 
and social assumptions shared by the participants in this speech event that 
may have intluenced the speech acts used will also be included in the discussion. 

Discussion of findings 

There are two parts to this section. Firstly, discussion of speech acts and 
speaker intention (meaning) found will begin with regard to the Indonesian 
interpretation of Article IV of tlle 1891 Convention (i) followed by the second 
section, a discussion of speech acts in the Malaysian interpretation of Article 
IV of the 1891 Convention (ii). 

In part 1, 6 texts will be examined. Here. the data i ndicates that the crux 
of the Indonesian case for the two islands rest primarily on persuading the 
Court to accept their argument of the 4 10 parallel line as not only the division 
line between land and maritime territories now belonging to Malaysia and 
Indonesia but that Sipadan and Ligitan belong to Indonesia because this division 
line extends as far as necessary as agreed by Parties to the 1891 Convention to 
attribute both islands to Indonesia. These two basic arguments was repeated 
and expanded upon in various ways through various speech acts by Sir Arthur 
throughout his presentation. 

In this section, the kind of speech act used and speaker intention will be 
discussed in unity with the relevant background surmised the text. The latter 
is deemed necessary to couch speaker i ntention and speech act in the relevant 
context. The various speaker intentions include suggesting, inferring, asserting. 
emphasizing, justifying, convincing, persuadjng, legitimizing, and remind 
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Part 1: The Indonesian interpretation of Article IV of the 

1891 Convention 

This section examines and highlights the intention behind the speech ;lcts used 
by Sir Arthur \Vatts with regard to the Indonc�jan interpretation or i\rtick' IV 
of the 1891 Convention. The discussion of the speech acts used by Sir Arthur 

in this paper will involve highlighting on1.y the relevant sections fwm his 

presentation that concern the Indonesian interpretation of Article TV of the 
1891 Convention. These sections will be displayed in the order thl.:Y occur in 
the verbatim records of' Sir Arthur's. It should also be mentioned ihat Ihe 

numbering or these sections in this paper docs not necessarily mean lh,H the 
sections aCCUT immediately one after the other, only that the relevant seelion� 

[0 [he goal of this paper is emphasized. 

TexL 1 below indicates Sir Arthur \VaLl's in itial statement WHh regard t,) 

Article IV of the 189 1 Convention: 

Text 1 

It is indonesia's suhll1is:-.ion - particularly given that  the settlement 
embodied in the Convention was It compromise, and that the negotiating 
parties evidently i!lrend�d to settle all their territorial ddTercl1tcs ill the 
region - that that provision of Article LV was intended t(1 provide, and is 
properly to be interpreted as providing, a line of di"'isiol1 bctv,'ecn all 
Dutch and British tcrritol'ics ill tile area, and was intended to extend out 
to sea so far as nccessar)· 10 s eparate Dutch and British offshort! 
territories in the area. That agreed parallel of latitude, as is shown 011 the 
map on the screen, passes well ro the north of Sipadan. and jU�l to the 
north of Ligitan. thus attributing bOlh j"lands to the Netherlands. 

The sense and meaning comained in the speech acts used in the first few lines 

of text I such as submission. sClllemellf embodied, compromise. negotiOlill� 
parties evident!.}! illlcnded to sellle all their territorial d�fterellces in the reRion 
strongly suggest Indonesia's view of the serious intent and purpose of the 
Netherlands and Great Britain to negotiate an agreeable �olution in relmion to 

territories belonging to them. This ,�ell/ement and compromise bl:twccn the 
1\1,'0 negotiating parties and of which is em/Jodied 'iQ...Arlic!c IV of the 1 891 

Convention resulted in a lille o.fdivisioll between all Ou!c/;cmd British terriLOries 
ill the area. Article TV in for ms LIS that this divison line is referred to U:'; the 4 
10' N parallel. 

Sir Arthur proceeds in text I above to convey Indonesia's intellJretauon 
of the length of the specified 4 10' division line. According to him. the 4 10' 

line lvas intended to extelld oul to sea sn Iar liS neces:wry 10 separate Dwell 
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and British offshore territories in the area and then passes well to Ihe north of 

Sipadan, and just to the north of Ligilan, attributing both islands to the 
Netherlands, By saying so, Sir Arthur infers that the length of the 4 10 line to 
be long enough in Indonesia's interpretation of Alticle IV to situate the islands 
of Sipadan and Ligitan to the south of the 4 10 line, This would mean that 
since territories belonging to the Netherlands are now vested i n  Indonesia as a 
result of the 1891  agreement between Great Britain and Netherlands, Sipadan 

and Ligitan should now belong 10 Indonesia whereas territories situated to the 
north of the paraliel should belong to Malaysia. 

For the readers' to further understand, the text indicates that one of the 
other ways Indonesia attempts to convince the Court of the 4 10 N parallel 
extending out to sea is by drawing their attention to a map on the screen 
which indicates the location of the 4 10 line for the benefit of the Court and 
others present at the International Court of Justice on the 3 of June. This map 
indicates the 4 10' N line as continuing its path around the world as with other 
existing longitudes and latitudes, The intention of showing this map was to 
illustrate the location of the two islands to the south of the 4 10 parallel which 
would support Indonesia's interpretation that the division of territories by the 
4 10 line i n  Article IV would attribute both islands to Indonesia. This 
interpretation by Indonesia of the intention of the framers of the 1 89 1  

Convention 10 allocate Sipadan and Ligitan through a latitude line that seems to 
have no end and could therefore extend around the world would be contested 
by Malaysia later. 

For now, how does Indonesia conclude that the 4 to line extend out to 
sea so as Jar as necessary? This is articulated in text 2 below. 

Text 2 below conveys Sir Arthur's intention to continue asserting and 
emphasizing the Indonesian claim to the two i slands by virtue of the 1891 

Convention and the agreed boundary line known as the 4 to' N parallel. 

Text 2 

It is on the screen now, and at tab 8 in the judges' folders. It is a map 

which was submitted to the Dutch Parliamenr during the process leading 
to (he ratification of the 1891 Convention. It shows. with a red line. the 

line agreed in rhe Convention. It is clear from this map that the Dutch 
Government, and Parliament, understood that the 1891 Convention 

established a line extending our to sea along the 4° 10' N parallel, and 
beyond the coast of the island of Sebatik ¥4 as slipulat� in Anicle IV. 
the line "continued eastward along that paralier' The ma� was reported 
by the British Legation in The Hague back to the Foreign Office in 

London. The British Government made no protest whatsoever at the 
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depiction of the line on the map, and must be taken to have acquiesced 
in it. 
(3 June 2003, rnternational Court of Justice) 

TeXf 2 suggests that Indonesia extends their claims to the two islands i n  two 
ways to further convince the Court of the legitimacy of the 1891 Convention 
suggested in text I, firstly, by indicating the involvement of the Dutch 
Government and Parliament and secondly, by demonstrating the existence of 
the 4 10' line on yet another map that Indonesia surmises led TO the ratificatioll 

of the 1891 Convention and secondly by mentioning the agreed upon boundary 
line again but this rime as a red Line, the line agreed in the Convention on the 
map. In text 2, Sir Arthur repeats the notion stated in text I where the extension 
of the 4 1 0' line was stated by Indonesia to extend our 10 sea so far aI 

necessary whilst the location of Sipadan and Ligitan to the south of the 4 10 N 
parallel was indicated. 

In text 2, Sir Arthur repeats the notion of the length of the 4 10 line by 
using words and phrases that suggest to Indonesia that the 4 1 0 '  N parallel not 
only extends our to sea along the 4 /0' N parallel but that this extension l!l.!;Q 
(emphasis mine) goes beyond the coast of the island of Sehatik-as stipulated 

ill ArTicle IV, the line "continued eastward along that parallel." This suggests 
thot the Indonesian claim to the 4 1 0  line as extending out to sea alonl? the 4 
10' N parallel as resting on their interpretation of the meaning of the phrase 
colltinued eastward along that parallel. By this, the 4 10 line would then 
continue as far as to pass over the [wo islands to the south of the 4 1 0  line. 
This would mean that the line must also go beyond rhe coast of Sebatik. 
Indeed, by emphasizing that the 4 10 line continues beyond the coast of the 

isllllld of Sebarik, Indonesia (through Sir Arthur) asserts and emphasizes the 
continuation of the line eastw�rd, an argument crucial to the Indonesian case, 
The use of the word beyond by Sir Arthur to justify the aforementioned carries 
implications of something situated 'the further side of or outside the range of' 
which to Indonesia supports the interpretation Indonesia desires to give to the 
Court. 

Finally, the involvement of the British Government in relation to the red 
line on the map is also mentioned. This i s  to evoke and repeat the intention of 
the Netherlands and Great Britain to settle their territorial di fferences (see text 
l). Here, also by saying that The BriTish Government made no protest whatsoever 

at the depiction a/the line on the map, and must be taken to have acquie\"Ced 

ill it, we can infer through the underlined phrases (emphasis mine) that Sir 
Arthur means to convey the interpretation by Indonesia of Great Britain's 
agreement to divide both land and maritime territories belonging to both 
countries. Since there was no formal protest by Great Britain of the intended 
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division line, their consent can be taken for granted, The 4 10 division line, 

thus, stands. 
II should be mentioned that at the International Court of Justice, the red 

line indicated on the map, however, extends only about 6 inches beyond the 
coast of the island of Sebatik. This was apparent to members of the Court, 

the Malaysian and Indonesian delegation and othcr members of the public 
present at the International Couer of Justice on 3 June 2003 when said map 
was projected on a screen. Nevertheless, the interpretation by Indonesia of 
their confidence of the line continuing eastward beyond this demonstrated 6 
inches appears to be maintained. The demonstration of the two maps thus far, 
one showing the 4 10 line as continuing around the globe and the other as a 6 
inch line but both interpreted by Indonesia as justi ucarion for their claim to the 
two islands by virtue of the 1891 Convention was counter-argued against by 

Malaysian Counsels. Such instances will be discussed later in this paper. 
Repetition is again demonstrated in text 3 below as the chosen strategy 

used to assert the main ingredients of the Indonesian claim, [hat is the 1891 
Convention and the resulting territories belonging to the Netherlands and Great 
Britain. All this can be supported in the use of the phrase as already explai/led. 

Here, however, compared to the information contained in texts 1 and 2, the 
assertion that territories belonging to the Netherlands and Great Britain as now 
being vested in Indonesia and Malaysia is now explicitly stated through the 

phrase il1herilal1cefrom their colonial predecessors ,flOW serves as the boundary 

between Indonesial/ and Malaysian possessiolls and in particular the word 
inheritance which connotes something that is given or passed down to rightful 

heirs. 

Text 3 

The /891 Convention having estabLished 'he 4°jO'N line of latitude 
as the limit of Dutch and British possessions in rhe area, it is that (ine 
which, by virllle oj Indonesia's and Malaysia:5 inheritance from their 
colonial predecessors. 11011.' serves as rhe boundary between Indonesian 
and Malaysian possessiolls. That treaty Linc, a s  already explained, 
allributed to the Netherlands sovereignty over the two isLafids now in 
dispute, since both lie to lhe south of the agreed (ine. they thus now 
belrmg to Indonesia. That title, being treaty-based, l?as overriding legal 

\ 
effect in establishilf8 Indonesia s present .I'overeigllty\over Ligitan and 
Sipadan. 

Through [he concept of inheritance, Sir Arthur emphaSizes Indonesia as the 

rightful heir to territories situated south of the 410' parallel. This assertion of 
being the rightful heir was primarily implied in [he earlier two texts. Text 3 also 
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states clearly the overridin.g legal effect of the title, being treaty-based to 

territories south of the line to Indonesia, Sir Arthur's strategy of asserting the 

legal effect of the title is to convey and emphasize the point that the rights of 

a country due to a treaty must be respected in accordance with law. Malaysia. 

the Court, and members of the legal community must then also respect a 

treaty's provision as binding, 

Texts 4-9 below demonstrates Indonesia\ (lttempt to persuade the Court 

of the line e::rtending oil! to sea going so as lar as necessary along the 4 10 J ine 

by focLlsing on \\fords and phrase� contained in Article IV which in their 

interpretation does extend out to sea to situate both islands of Sipadan and 

Ligitan to the south of the 4 10 parallel, Examination of these texts will be done 

in reasonable portions for the convenience of analysis and readership. 

In Text 4 below, Sir Arthur begins the focus on language by again 

repeating the section of Article IV regarded crucial to the Indonesian case 

Text 4 

That that was the inrention be.hilld Article 1\/ is evident Irom its \-'ery 

language, It rej(>rs to the fine, which started at 4° j()' N on the coast, as 
being "Coll/illL/ed cas/ward along that parailel" The -.vlioie lIotiOIl of 

linear "continuation ", particularly ,vhen reinforced by the word 

"alollg", docs not emhrace a lilU: of only limited extent 1',,'i1h a nearhy 
terminal poillt, but sigmjies mther a line of indeterminate length. 

To see that till's is so, one has ollly to c.ompare Ihe terms of Ar//(;/(' TV 
with the language spec(fving the taminat point of the land bOllndar.V 

l'lll1niflg westwards from its starting point 011 the east coast of Borneo, 

Article l! descrihed in some derail the course of the westward-running 

boundary, alld then the relevant part of Article lfI stated that the 
houndary runs "[jjrom the summit of the\range of moutltains mentioned 

in A/tic/e n, to Ta/1.(!jong-DalOe UII the \ �st coast qf Bornco" lIerc, it 
is evident that, where the parties infolded the boundary to terminate 

at a point Oil the coast, tlzey found no difJicuLty ill saying so, "Colltinues 

TO" a specified point is very diJj{>rclU from "continucs along" a specified 

IiI/C. B}' saying, in re/(I{ion to the eastern end of fhe line [lim it 
"confinues a{ong" the specified parallel the parties must he taken to 

have said, not only in terms but also b}' comparisoll �vith \-vlzal the.'!' 

said in Article Ill. precisely H'hat they meanJ4 the linc was to/'continue 

along" the parallel, 

In text 4, the phrase that is selected to be emphasized is continued easnvard 

along fila! parallel with particular reference to the words cOfltinue and aloll!?

Prior to text 41 the importance of the sense of the t'vVO words had been repeatedly 
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alluded to by Indonesia. Here, in text 4, Sir Arthur emphasis the two words 

continue and along as the interpretation of these words is considered important 
to the Indonesian case. These phrases above imply that the interpretation 
Indonesia would like to convey is that the use of these phrases refer to a line 
of indeterminate length and not a a line of only limited extent with a nearby 

terminal point. All this to emphasize the length of the line to be long enough 
offshore to pass to the north of Sipadan and Ligitan which would attribute 
both islands to Indonesia. The interpretation of the line going beyond the island 
of Sebatik is also repeated for emphasis and Indonesia's continous attempts to 
convince the Court of this to persuade the Court in their favour. Here, repetition 
is demonstrated in the phrase the line which started at4 10 N all the coast, that 
is the coast of Sebatik after which the line contillued eastward along. If the 
Indonesian Counsel can convince the Court of this interpretation, then they 
regard thcir case stronger for the two islands. 

In the second paragraph of text 4, the justification of the length of the 4 

J 0 line is elaborated upon further. This time, Sir Althur uses what is stated in 
Articles II and III as a comparison to legitimize the interpretation of the phrase 
colltinues along 

Firstly, the phrase in text 4 above, by stating that the parties concerned 
was able to definitely state that the boundary runs [fJro", the summit of the 
range of mountains mentioned in Article II, fa Tandjollg-Datoe on the west 

coast of Borneo suggest Sir Arthur's assertion that the interpretation of the 
phrase continued along earlier is justified due to the conscious decision by the 
two parties of the J 89l Convention to delimit territories such as that mentioned 
above i n  the second paragraph of text 4. This concious decision, hence, 
indicates the two parties to have the clear intention, when desired, to state the 
specifications of a boundary Given this. by deciding on the phrase continues 

along which in lndonesia's interpretation does not specify a specific destination 
conveys the intention of the two parties to consider the line as continuing 

along an indeterminate I ine and not a limited Ii ne. This tension between the 
definateness and indefillat�.ness of the 4 10' line is further addressed in text 5 
below 

In text 5 below, the importance of the length of the 4 10 line for Indonesia 
is again the focus. 

Text 5 

The lack of a fixed terminal point for lhe line does not, of course, mean 

Iliac the line goes on forever, following the 4° 10' N parallel right 
roulld the earth. an indefinite line is not the same as an endless line. 

Like all treary provisions, it has 10 be interpreted in its context, and in 

the light of the treaty's object and purpose. Seen in that light, the line 
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cOlllinues only!iO far as necessary to settle definiTively tile whole problem 
of pOlemially competing Dutch alld British lerr/lOrial claims in [he 

area. it c0111iflues so far as necessary to divide islands or territories 
h'hose attributioll might give rise to future dispute, That certainly 
included going as far easl as Ligitan '!4 and lor presel/l purposes there 
is no Ileed to consider �vhether there was any ji/nher particular poim 

which the line needed to reac!z.Thar Article IV does deal Hiitil Schmik 
is lIot denied by Indonesia. That Article IV slipli/ates that the 4° 10' N 
Line passes "across" Sehatik, and divides thar island aiong that line is 
i'qually flol denied by Indonesia. Bur lhat, as Malay.\'ia mainlaills, 
Artide IV provides for a line which only deals with Sebarik. [lnd goes 
no fllrther tlrall its ea.H coast. is most emphatically denied. 

In text 5 above, Indonesia extends even fUl1her their argument thai the length 
of the 4 10 line is long enough to attribute both islands to Indonesia. So far, the 
line has been primarily referred to as continuing eastward alollg that parallel, 

going .w as far as necessary. an indeterminate l ine and D.Q! a line of only 

limited extent with a nearby terminal poi1lt. Here, Sir Arthur adds to the corpus 
above by distinguishing between an indefinite line and an endless line. By 
asserting that the line is not endless suggests that the line does stop sOlllewhere. 

Ir is thus not an infinite l ine. Where is this somewhere though? According to 
text 5, it is a l ocation along the 4 10 I ine that setlles defillitively the whole 

problem of potentially competing Dutch and British territorial claims in the 

area. it continues so far as necessary to divide isla lids or territories whose 

auributiofl might give rise to future dispute. ThaI certainly included !!oillg as 

far east as Ugitall The phrase continues only so far as necessary is  evoked 
again in text 6 (see also text 2 rnd implicit in texts 1, 3-5). This is to repeatedly 
emphasize Indonesia's view that the length of the line is long enough to attribute 
Sipadan and Ligitan to Indonesia. Then by saying thatJor "reselll purposes 

there is flO "eed 10 cOllsider wllether there was any further particular point 

which the line needed 10 reach and in particular with the meaning suggested in  
the use of the word IIeeded, Indonesia also suggests that the length of the 4 
10 line must have a destination. This destination suggested by the use of the 
word reach should not in Indonesia"s view, be a mitigating factor in the case 
as it should be sufficient that the l ine passes asfar e(lst as Ligirall as according 
to their interpretation of Article I V This would then dispute Malaysia's 
interpretation of the line stopping on the east coast of Sebatik and going no 
further offshore. Since this interpretation docs not serve the Indonesian case 
weli, it is of course most emphatically denied and refuted before the Court. 
The issue of the 4 10 line and the island of Sebatik is elaborated by Indonesia 

in text 6 below. 
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Text 6 

Bur dealing }villl the island in that way, in wha/ is a subsidiary clause 

in fhe single sentence which constitutes Article IV, does nOi serve to 

place a limit on the prillcipal thrust of the text: thm is thar the line 
" c01uinue!s] eastward alon g "  the stipulated parallel of {atitude.The 

terms of Article l\{ while undoubtedly dealing with Sebarik, are equally 

appropriate for covering also other offshore islands in the area. I say 

"other" offshore islands jor two reaSOI/S in parricltlw: The first is rhat 
Sebmik itself is of course all island. If canlfot he assimilated [0 the 

mainland of 80mI'D 34 there is a stretch of waler several miles wide 
between il and the mainland. That alone is enough to show that the 

Conventioll caunOl be regarded as dealing (Jllly wilh the mainlalld of 
Borneo 

It is aLso highly relevant that fhe 4° 10' N linc, as it cominut's easlwards 

from rhe cnast, crosses ollLy olle isLand 3.4 Schatik. That eastward 

cuntinuation of the line therefore called for special treatment for only 

that one island, which ;s all added reason for it being dealt with in tile 

way it lVas ill Article IV. That the 4° 10' N line as described in Article f\' 

is said to comiHue "across " the island of Sebatik does nothing [0 

estahlish fhat Ihe parties' ilUenTion was fhm it should SlOp ar tile east 
coast of that island. "Acron" is a term which, in its ordinary meaning, 

carries tile meaf/ing of "through and beyond" the object being crossed. 
The lille. ill being "cominued eastward along " the stipulated parallel 

of latitude, does indeed cross fhe hland. But that in no way implies 

that it stops there 3J4and certainly does 110( do so whell there are mallY 

other indications, not least of which is the parties' e\'idelll purpose of 
comprehensive dispwe a\'oidatlce, that in using the words "cofltinurd 

eastward along" they meant exactly (hAt. Those words are to be applied 

as they stand. 

In text 6 above, Indonesia further argues for the continuation of the line beyond 
the island of Sebatik by repeating and reemphasizing their interpretation of the 
phrase cOlUinued eastward along that parallel. Here. the reiteration of the 
necessary length of the 4 1 0 line is conveyed through further grammatical and 
linguistic analysis. Firstly the status of a main clause and then the status of a 
subsidiary clause in a sentence. By saying that the a sub.\·idiary clause ill the 

single sentence which constitutes A rticle IV. does not serve to place a limit on 
the principal thrust of lhe text. that is that the line ;'collf;nuc{sj eastward 
along " the stipulated parallel oj latitude, Sir Arthur seeks to remind the 
Court of the general nature and status of a subsidiary clause in an English 
sentence is its primary support of the meaning conveyed in the main clause. 
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ConsIstent with the e<lri ier texts, this would also mean thal the l i n e  \vould 

continue beyond the coast of Sebatik and as far as necessary over the t\va 

l�bn ds . To further support Indonesia's view of the length of the 4 1 0  line, the 
word across in the subsidiary clause Oflhc first sentence is selec ted as supporting 
data. According to text 6. Indonesia interprets the word aero!;.,· to cunvey the 

meani n g  of rhroHgh alld beyol/d. This meaning when coupled with the phrase 
COI1fillUillg easrward a/{mg rccmp\");Jsizes the Indonesian view or the lengrh or 

lhe line being long enough beyond Sebatik islancl l.o attribute both Islands to 
Indonesia. 

Text 6 also reveub Indonesia's auempt agai n to convince and persuade 

the CDUrt in t.heir favour by confidently asselllllg that rhe 4� 10 N fine OJ 

de.\cribed in A rticle I V  is said to cOlllillue "across " the island q(SebarU: does 

nothing to esw/Jlish thaI the parries ' inrentioll was that it should srop (1/ rhe 

emf coast of tlial isiclIlri. T his suggests that lndoncsia believes that in the 

absence of a specific terminus un the cast coast of Scbatik. the continuation 

of the 4 10 N parallel l i ne across and beyol1d the island of Sebatik can be 

inferred. The words in Article IV in  thei r opinion arc thus to be applied as rhey 

Hand. 

Part 2: The Malaysian inte" prflation of Article IV of the 

1891 COllvfntioll 

The nex.t few texts. 7:1· 7c high light Sir Elihu's responses to argumen ts presented 

by Sir Anhur in their bid 10 be awarded Si padan and Ligitan. I n  this eonlCXI, 

Sir Elihu responses to the Indonesian interprelation (via Sir Anhur)of the 1 89 1  

Con vention and the Indonesian argument o f  the agreed extension o f  the 4 1 0  

l ine continuing off the coast of Sehatik b y  the Netherlands and Great Britain. 

Sir Elihu's response is rarher long. It is thus divided into 3 secti ons ; texts 7a, 

7b and text 7c for convenience of discussion. 

In pan 2. the kinds of speaker inten tion include convincing, persuading. 

querying, doubting, criticizing, assertion, disagreei ng and refuti ng. 

Sir Elihu's intention through the speech acts used suggests the critic ism 

of Sir Arthur's arguments with regard to Article rv. He begins this task in text 

7a below by respect/ully inviting the COllrf to reflect Oil a I1lllllber oI qllestiol1s 

that ident{fy sOllle significant weaknesses ill Indonesia 's arguments relafillN to 

the inTerpretation Ollilc 1891 COT1Vellliol1. By drawing the court's attention to 
the sigllificClnt lv'cak!l().lses in the Indonesian argument, Sir Eli aims to convince 

members of the Court to question the validity of the Indonesian argument 
surrounding their interprclatioTl of Article I V of the 1 89 1  Convention. 

Text 7a below ind icates the sfrategy used hy Sir Elihu to usc questions to 
�ho\v the i mplausity of the premjsc� used by Sir Arthur as the basis of his 
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arguments for the two islands. The first query (question I ,  text 7a, second 
paragraph) by Sir Elihu questions the Indonesian interpretation of the length of 
the 4 to line. Here, he queries the validity of the aforementioned by highlighting 
the discrepancy between the evidence Sir Arthur presented to the Court and 
the claim Indonesia makes with regard to the length of the 4 10 line. This 
discrepancy of evidence was shown in one map presented by Indonesia where 
Sir Elihu states that the � the areas of their respective claims to possession 

were limited to an areG of the island of Borneo nowhere near the maritime 

region and islands in question. B y  drawing the Court's attention to the 
aforementioned, Sir Elihu questions the legitimacy of Sir Arthur's own argument 
viz indicating claims to maritime areas but yet showing illustrative evidence 
that appear to contradict their claim to maritime areas in the vicinity of Sipadan 
and Ligitan. Thus Indonesia's own evidence. their Indonesia 's OWIl illustrative 

map 14 which is tab No. 6 in their judges' folder of 3 June cannot even 
support their case. If this is so, then, in Sir Eli's view, the Court should also 
agree that Indonesia has no case for Sipadan and Ligitan. 

Text 7a 

My distinguished colleague, Professor lean-Pierre Cot will respond 

to this argument in 
systematic detail. In the meamime, 1 will respectfuliy invite the Court 
to reflect on a number of questions that identify some significant 
weaknesses in Indonesia's arguments relating [0 the interpretation of 

the 1891 Convention. 0'1 Monday, Sir Arthur Watts poimed to the 
Preamble of the Convention as defining its object alld purpose. The 
words he relied on were. "being desirous of defining the boundaries 
between the Netherlands possessions in the Island of Borneo alld the 
States in tllat Island which are under British protection" Sir Arthur 
said that nothing limited those boundaries to the land in the island. 

Question 1 Why should the definition of the boundaries between the 
possessions of the 
Parties "ill lhe Island" extend into the sea more than 50 miles to the 
east, south of the Semporna Peninsula, when, according to Indonesia's 
own illustrative map - which is tab No. 6 in their judges' folder of 3 
June - the areas of their respective claims to possession were lim ired 
to an area of rhe island of Borneo nowhere near the maritime region 

and islands in question ? 

Question 2 In the same order of enquiry. how does a boundary 
described as running from 
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til(' east coast of Borneo across lIlat is/and FOJII east to west conI(' 10 
extend crutH'ards across the sea more than 55 nautical miles ? fJO\t/ is 
[hal eXlensioll or continuatiofl to be established? Is it achieved only 
by the use of the words "across the isLand of Sehatik " ?  Why afier 

providing that the boundary should continue across the isLand of 
Sebatik, ,vas llle Ivhole of tlie rcst of that Article, Article (4), cOllcemed 

only to al/ocatt' that ponion of the island to the north of that parallel 
unreservedly to the compallY (lfld the portioll sowlt of that parallel to 

the Netherlands? If the illtenrion had also been to divide territories 
(villg in the sea, why did the Article not say also, and I invent a quotation. 
" and those istand.l· situated to tlie north oj that parallel shall belong 
to the BNBC alld those to the sowh shall be/ollg 10 the N('I/lcrialld ... " ?  
That would hal'e beell the complete and logicaL way oj expressing the 
objective which indonesia now says thar tllp A rticle was inrellcied to 
achieve 

In question 2 of text 73, Sir Elihu casts aspersions on the Indonesian contention 
that (he 4 1 0  N paral lel l ine extend eastwards across the sea more tha" 55 
nautical miles when this i s  not explicitly stated in Article IV in Malaysia's 
judgement. The words and phrases in question 2 indicate Malaysia's view 
that Article IV specifically provides 'for the land boundary only to be divided 
specifically into two portions ( allocale that portion a/the island to Ihe !lorth 
of that parallel unreservedly to the \:omparlY af/d 'he portion south of thaT 

paralle/ TO the Netherlands) Logically i f, the Parties to the 1 89 1  Convention 
wlshed that the maritime boundary be so divided, they would have made specific 
provisions such as and those islallds situated 10 the 1I0rth a/that parallel shall 
belong to the BNBe and those to lite south shall belong to tlte Netherlands. 

Since the Parties to the Convention did not do so, then , i n  Malaysia's 
interpretation, there was no speci fic desire by them to do so. This suggests to 
Malaysia that Indonesia is  i nterpreting a l ine out to sea when no line has been 
drawn by the two Partics. This second significatlf weakness in the Indonesian 
::ugumenr demonstrates to Malaysia. that Indonesia has no case for (he islands 

and hence has to resort to their own interpretation of words and phrases in 
Article IV to justify their claim, 

In question 3 of text 7b below, the specific intention of the Parties to the 
1 89 1  Convention is again the focus when Sir Elihu wonders why were the 

",,·ortis across the is/alld of Sehatik" included at all when the mea.l/i1lg for 

which Indonesia argues could have been achieved simply by saying 'lmm the 
eu.\"1 coast the boundary line shall be cOfllinued eastward aiong that parallel. 

By saying so, Sir Elihu repeats the criticism contained in question 2 to emphasize 
the Malaysian argument that a division of maritime areas would have been 
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stipulated by the Parties i f  there was such an intention. As a reminder, this is 
contrary to the Indonesian view where interestingly the fact that no clear 
provision was made by the Parties to divide maritime areas suggest the line as 
continuing eastward along and i n  so doing. divide maritime areas. Here for 
Malaysia, however, the assertion of Indonesia having no strong case for the 
two islands i s  again repeated in the absence of a clear provision dividing maritime 
areas i n  Article IV, 

Tcxt 7b 

Question 3: Or, if a shoner form of words would have been pre/erred, 
why were the words "across Ihe islalld of Sebatik" included at all 
when the meaning for which Indonesia argiles could have been 
achieved simply by saying ''from the east coast the bOlwdary line shall 
be continued eastward along that parallel " ?  Do not the words "across 
the island of Sebatik" act as words of limitation. restricting the line to 
the breadth of that island? And what about the ordinary meaning of 
the word "across" which means "across", and nor "across and 
beyond " ?  If you mean a line TO stretch "across and beyond" an area, 
you need to stute its ultimate destinatioll ill that way )4 and again I 
i/tvent a quotation: "across the island of Sebatik to somewhere specific 
beyond it" Ir is flot enough to leave the line as indefinite but yet not 
endless. 

In question 3 above, Sir Elihu continues to cast aspersions and doubt on the 
Indonesian interpretation of Article'lV by criticizing and disagreeing with the 
Indonesian view of the word across. To recapitulate, the Indonesian 
interpretation of the word across in  tandem with the phrase continued eastward 

along was that the 4 10 N parallel l i n e  continues beyond the coast of Sebatik 
This conveyed a sense of the 4 10 line then going across alld beyond an 
indeterminate /ille rather than an endless line. In question 3, text 7b, Sir Elihu 
refutes this argument by saying that Do 1101 the words "aemss the island of 

Sebatik" acl as words of limitation, restricting the lin e to the breadth 0.( that 

island? lind what aboul the ordinary meaning of the word "across " which 

mealls "across " ,  and not "across and beyond. In Malaysia's view. thus. across 
conveys that the 4 10 l ine is not indeterminate nor endless but l imited to the 
island of Sebatik and not beyond it. This would also be consistent in Sir Elihu's 
interpretation with the ordinary meaning of the word across which would 
imply a line beginning at on point and ending at the other. By casting recurring 
doubts about the Indonesian interpretation before the Court, Sir Eli hopes to 
convince the Court that l ndonesian interpretation of the words 'across' and 
'conti nued eastward along' in Article IV is invalid. 
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Sir Elihu fUI1her attempts to convince the Court of significant \\'Nlknesses 

in the Indonesia case continues with his statements in questions 4 and 5 below. 

Questio/l 4. Hilly, zf the linc Iva.\' imended to he a specific line of 
allucation, is there no cOl/sistellcy hcnveclI the varimo later NUlpS 011 

which it appears -. particularly Oil a map which bcars the signatures 

(:l Dutch represemarives, tire fIIap of J 9J59?  
Question 5. Ey what slrctch of interpretation can (J lillc that is spoken 

of in the Indollesian 

pleadings (IS a "how/dar)' '' line when drawn across land, and ('Vf-'II 

(lcruss tht' water betweel/ tire mail! island of Hornco ([lid Sf'hatik, 

.wddenly \·\iithout (l variation 0/ wording change ifS chamcter to a line 

q/"o{focatioll ill the S('(I eaSI of Sehatik? it must be rec(Jlh'd, lhis was ar 

a tilllc - the 1890s v"hell the. concept of an a/location line wus clearly 

understood. Yet the indonesian Rep!.v contellds lhat WI allocation linc 

!!lay he extracted from the language of the 1891 Tn'my. III the case uf 

the land delimitation, (tu I.Ise file words of Indoll(,sia) "the COllventioll 
resu/ted in a boundary line" ill Ihe case of the line (/( sea "it resulled 

ill atl allocation of islands Oil eilher side of the fillc "  One exprcssion, 

tlH) different meanillgs.' That is a strange result, to sa)' Ihe lcasr 

Yet another significant weakness in the Indonesian argument is Sir Elihu's 

criticism of what he sees as Indonesia's confusion of a boundary line versus 

an allocation linc. To provide a general'lichcma for the purposes of readership, 

both a boundary line and an allocation line arc determined by two or more 

parties and then bound by law. Generally, a boundary line is different from an 

allocation line in that the former's limit is only three nautical miles off lhe 
coast of a land area. The limit <)f' an allocation line, however, can extend 

further than 3 nautical miles depending on agreements of the parties involved. 

In Indonesia's earlier argument. of the length of the 4 1 0  line. they had 

emphusized the phrase boundary-liJ/e in Article IV and indicated that this 

boundary line extended as far as necessary passing over the two islands. This 

suggest their interpretation of a boundary line as extending beyond three nautical 

miles contrary to the expected understanding of a boundary line and an allocation 

line in international law. 
Here in qucstion 5 of text 7b above, Sir Elihu questions the validity of the 

Indonesian case \vhen a boundary line. when having to .stop three nautical 

miles \vill locate it nowhere near Sipadan and T Jigilan.An allocation line, on the 

other hand cannot be evoked in Article IV as the intention or the Netherlands 

and Great Britain for an allocation line beyond Sebatik is not stated explicitly in 

Articic IV Moreover, there is no no consistency beHveen the various later 

maps on which it appears .J4 particularly on a map .·vhich bears the signatures 

(�fDutch representatives, the lJlap of 1915 This i.s the stretch (�linterpret(/fion 
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Sir Elihu refers to i n  question 5 above. All this suggests that should the two 
parties have clearly desired an allocation line in 1891, this allocation line would 
have been a feature of later maps by both the Dutch and the British. Since the 
indication of an allocation line is absent i n  later maps, its presence should be 
doubted i n  Sir Elihu's view. Therefore, i n  evoking an allocation l ine out to sea 
when it is not clearly stipulated i n  the 1891 Convention or any other agreement 
thereafter should prove to the Court again of the unconvincing case that 
Indonesia has presented before them. 

The final paragraph, text 7c below, continues to demonstrate significant 

weaknesses in the Indonesian case 

Text 7c 

Sir Arthur has sought to lend force to his argument by comparing the 
language of Articles TIl and IV of the Convention. He points to the 
express stalemenl in Article III that tlte boundary runs "from the summit 
of the range of mountains mentioned in Article II, 10 Tandjong-Daroe 
Oil the west coast of Borneo "  So, Sir Arthur continues. "it is evident 
that whell the Parties imended the boundary to terminate at a point 
on the coast, [hey found no diffiCUlty in saying so" And this he contrasts 
with the language of Article IV. So we come 10 the next question 34-
which I seem to have forgotten to number, let us say it is question 7 (a). 
Is it true that Article III descrihed the western terminus oj the boundary 
by saying that it ran to the coast? The answer is that it did nOlo The 
boundary ran to a named place, Tandjoeng DalO, which happened to 
be on the west coain It reached that town by Jollowing the watershed 
between nvo identified sets of rivers. thoJe reaching the sea north of 
Tandjoeng Data and those reaching rhe sea south of it. There is no way 
in which the boundary across Sebarik could have been described in a 
similar way because rhere was no named rown or place on the eastern 
coast of that island which could have been idenrified as its eastern 
terminus. In any case, in that eastern sector the boundary was formed. 

Here, Sir Eli disputes the validity of the argument conveyed repeatedly by 
Indonesia that first, if the Parties had really desired the 4 !O N parallel to stop 
at Sebatik island, they would have done so and second, they fact that they did 
not specify a terminus was indicative in Indonesia's interpretation of the fact 
that they did not intend for the 4 1 0  N parallel line to stop at the coast but 
instead to continue out to sea. This would certainly support their claim of 
attribution to the two islands. B y  disputing that there is no way in which the 

boundary across Sebatik could have been described in a similar way because 

there was no named town or place on the eastern coast of that island which 

could have been identified as its eastern termhiUs, Sir Elihu criticizes and 
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downplays Sir Arthur's argument before the Court by indicating that the 
framers of the 1891  Convention did not specify a terminus not because they 
intended for the 4 10 parallel to continue beyond Sebatik but because there 
was no named location on the edge of Sebatik island that could be specified as 
J terminus point, unlike in Article III where a rerminus was named at a point 
which happened to be on the west coast. During the case, Sir Elihu likens the 
Indonesian argument referred to in text 7c as their attempr ro make what is  not 
Implicit into something that is explicit. By saying so, Sir Elihu persuades the 
Court to jointly agree that the Indonesian case for Sipadan and Ligitan as 
significantly weak. Their claim to Sipadan and Ligitan is thus not j ustified . 

Concluding remarks 

This paper has focused on speaker intention through the use of various speech 
acts by Sir Elihu Lauterpacht, Counscl for Malaysia, and Sir Arthur Watts. 

Counsel for Indonesia in relation to the i nterpretation of Article IV of the 1 89 1  
Convention between the Netherland and Great Britain i n  lhe case concerning 
sovreignty over the islands of Sipadan and Ligitan. 

The data used suggest the following speaker intentions were favoured as 
strategies used to persuade the Court in their favour' repetition, refuting, 
disagreement, emphasizing asserting, persuading, mocking, criticizing, himing, 
suggesting, inferrin g ,  justifying, legi t imizi ng, remind, reiterating, and 

convincing. Here, it would be reasonably fair  to conclude that the speech acts 

used to convey specific speaker meaning arc consistetIT in a court case such 
as in the case concernin

.
g sovreignty over the islands pf Sipadan and Ligitan. 

It should also be mentioned that Article IV was not the only instrument 
used by Malaysia and Indonesia to attempt to gain sovereignty over the islands 
of Sipadan and Ligitan. Although not a focus in this paper, the issue of 
effecri vities was also a major point of arguement and counter-arguement 
between Malaysia and Indonesia. In this paper, the verbatim records of two 
Counsels are examined and discussed. In acruality, there were lhree other 
Counsels representing Malaysia, Mr James Crawford, Prof. Jean-Pierre Cot 
and Prof. Nico Schrijver and four other Counsels representing Indonesia namely 
Mr. Rodman R. Bundy, Prof Alain Pellet, Ms. Loretta Mal intoppi and Prof 
Alfred H.A. Soons. 

The case concluded with Malaysia being awarded sovereignty over Sipadan 
"nd Ligitan on 1 7  December 2002 by an overwhelming majority of 16- 1  

The 4 I O N parallel thus , just goes across Sebatik island and not beyond 
it. 
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